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Tomatoe Mad Lib

The year was 700 AD and high up in the Andes of Peru the Aztec Indians noticed that these Adjective

red fruits that grew were darn Adjective . They named this Adjective veggie Xitomatle and over

time this became tomatle or tomato and eventually what we know as the tomatoe. How did this Adjective

fruit make it's way out of Peru? The Spanish Noun carried these plants back to Location .

Italians and Spanish Verb - Past Tense this Adjective vegetable and it became a staple in dishes like

Noun . The English however had a different view believing the tomatoe to poisonous! Now that hurt the

Adjective tomatoes feelings a little bit. A Adjective American was the first to grow tomatoes in

America. Who you ask? Thomas Jefferson! America really did Verb - Base Form the tomatoe. In Louisana

the creole dishes made the tomatoe into jamabalyas and gumbus. In Maine they added them to more seafood

dishes. But you may have Verb - Past Tense we called the tomatoe both a fruit and vegetable in this

Noun so which is it?! Well if you ask a botanist they'll tell you the tomatoe is a fruit of the nightshade

family but if you ask the supreme court they'll tell you that the tomatoe was declared a vegetable in a supreme

court case, Nix v. Hedden! That's right the Noun had to be settled by the Adjective - Ends in EST

court in the land. Fruit or vegetable I know one thing the tomato is an Adjective food!
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